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The Sony Alpha A6400 Camera Users Guide is the complete guide to using the Sony Alpha A6400 camera. It provides you with all
the essential information you need to know to bring the best out of your camera, including a guide to all aspects of the camera's
operation, as well as many advanced settings for autofocus and exposure control and how to use the Camera, Menus, and many
more.This guide is written for Sony Alpha A6400 first time user and intermediate photographers.Whether you only need to learn
the basics, or if you want to discover some advanced tips, of Sony Alpha A6400 Camera Users Guide is here to help.I have put
this book together to assist people who are finding it difficult to use this amazing camera and the features it comes with, and I can
assure you that will you appreciate all the tips inside This book is the best user manual you need to guide you on how to use and
optimally maximize your camera.This book has comprehensive tips & in-depth tutorials for First time user, seniors, and experts,
and by the time you've finished reading this book, you'll be a pro.What are you still waiting for? Click the buy button now.
The Nook HD Survival Guide is a handy reference tool for discovering the secrets of the Nook HD. This book organizes the wealth
of knowledge about the Nook HD into one place. The organization within this book is unlike any other, and it allows you to instantly
find the information you seek. Looking for tips on changing the font size or highlighting passages? Navigate to the "Reading
eBooks" chapter. Need more advanced tips, such as capturing screenshots or accessing the SD card? Peruse the Tips, Tricks,
and Customization chapter. You will also learn how to download FREE eBooks, send email from your Nook HD, play pre-installed
games, and read news for FREE. Unlike the official Nook HD user manual, the Nook HD Survival Guide is not written like a book
in paragraph form. Instead, every instruction is broken down into clear, concise steps. The Nook HD Survival Guide provides
useful information not discussed in the Nook HD manual, such as tips and tricks, hidden features, and troubleshooting advice. This
guide is constantly updated, going above and beyond by discussing recent known issues and solutions. This Nook HD Guide
includes: Getting Started: - Registering the Nook HD - Connecting the Nook HD to a PC - Setting Up Wi-Fi - Using the Wishlist Lending eBooks - Changing the Font Size - Using the Dictionary - Taking Notes - Downloading Thousands of Free eBooks Managing Applications - Managing Email - List of Nook-friendly websites that save you time typing in long URL addresses Shortcuts and Tips Advanced Topics: - Taking a Screenshot - Switching Between Applications - Playing Music - Viewing and
Editing Photos - Buying eBooks through the Barnes and Noble Store - Subscribing to Magazines and Newspapers - Cancelling
Subscriptions - Book Browsing Tips - Sending an Email - Using the Web Browser - Adding Bookmarks and Notes - Viewing
Periodicals - Troubleshooting - Contacting the Nook HD Support Team
The Rough Guide to Android Phones and Tablets is a must-have introduction for anyone picking up a new Android device. Written
for the new Android 4 platform, the book covers everything you need to know to make the most from your new device, from the
basics right through to advanced techniques and tricks. We've tried and tested thousands of apps across a full range of categories
and bring you 100 of the best, complete with codes you can scan into your Android device to grab the app straight from the book.
Now available in ePub format.
This book thoroughly investigates the underlying theoretical basis of membrane computing models, and reveals their latest
applications. In addition, to date there have been no illustrative case studies or complex real-life applications that capitalize on the
full potential of the sophisticated membrane systems computational apparatus; gaps that this book remedies. By studying various
complex applications – including engineering optimization, power systems fault diagnosis, mobile robot controller design, and
complex biological systems involving data modeling and process interactions – the book also extends the capabilities of
membrane systems models with features such as formal verification techniques, evolutionary approaches, and fuzzy reasoning
methods. As such, the book offers a comprehensive and up-to-date guide for all researchers, PhDs and undergraduate students in
the fields of computer science, engineering and the bio-sciences who are interested in the applications of natural computing
models.
Mobile App Manual: The Blueprint is a starting point for building native mobile applications using web technologies. You'll learn
about a process developed using tools like jQuery Mobile and PhoneGap Build, that will allow you to create mobile applications
quickly and easily. You'll also learn how to leverage skills typically used to develop desktop websites to create modern hybrid
mobile applications, so you can write your code once, and deploy your apps across a wide variety of devices and app stores.
The Sony Alpha DSLR-A700 Digital Field Guide is filled with everything you need to know in order to take amazing photographs
using your Sony Alpha A700 digital SLR camera. This full-color portable guide walks you through the essential controls, features,
and functions of the A700 using step-by-step instructions and full-color images of each menu screen. This robust guide not only
shows you how to adjust white balance, autofocus, exposure, and choose lenses, it also teaches you when and why you should
adjust each of these key settings. The Sony Alpha DSLR-A700 Digital Field Guide goes beyond camera settings to offer you a
refresher guide to the principles of digital photography, covering the essentials of lighting, composition, and exposure. Filled with
amazing examples, this book also presents a variety of tips and tricks to capturing portraits, candids, sports, travel, macro
photography, and much more.
Congratulations on purchasing the ODROID-XU4! It is one of the most powerful low-cost Single Board computers available, as
well as being an extremely versatile device. Featuring an octa-core Exynos 5422 big.LITTLE processor, advanced Mali GPU, and
Gigabit ethernet, it can function as a home theater set-top box, a general purpose computer for web browsing, gaming and
socializing, a compact tool for college or office work, a prototyping device for hardware tinkering, a controller for home automation,
a workstation for software development, and much more. Some of the modern operating systems that run on the ODROID-XU4
are Ubuntu, Android, Fedora, ARCHLinux, Debian, and OpenELEC, with thousands of free open-source software packages
available. The ODROID-XU4 is an ARM device, which is the most widely used architecture for mobile devices and embedded
32-bit computing.
David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100 Guide to Digital Photography is your essential handbook for learning all the powerful
– but easy to use -- features of Sony's most advanced entry-level APS-C mirrorless camera. Its new LCD swivels to face forward,
making the camera excellent for self-portraits, vlogging, and other applications. The a6100 features a 24 megapixel sensor with
425 embedded phase-detect pixels for lightning-fast autofocus at up to 11 frames per second. With an electronic shutter that
provides a silent shooting option, stunning 4K/UHD video capabilities, and new time-lapse photography features, the
a6100/ILCE-6100 is a versatile digital camera that has simple operation yet boasts all the features you need to take great photos.
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With this book in hand, you will discover all the capabilities of the Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100 as you explore the world of digital
photography, develop your creativity, and capture the best photographs you’ve ever taken. Filled with detailed how-to steps and
full-color illustrations, David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100 Guide to Digital Photography describes every feature of this
sophisticated camera in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting,
and more. It relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy camera
“roadmap,” an easy-to-use visual guide to the a6100/ILCE-6100’s features and controls. Learn when to use every option and,
more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling
photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you’ll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities,
whether you’re shooting on the job, taking pictures as an advanced enthusiast pushing the limits of your imagination, or are just
out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Sony Alpha a6100/ILCE-6100.
The Sony Alpha A6000 User Manual for Beginners and seniors is the complete guide to using the Sony alpha A6000 camera.It gives you all
the essential information you need to know to make the most out of your camera.The Sony Alpha A6000 is the best choice both for learners
and further developed picture takers. It's very easy to carry, has phenomenal picture quality and solid metering and auto white balance.In this
book you will discover how to take amazing photos, videos and other tips and tricks that will make you a pro in using the Sony Alpha
A6000Therefore, whether you only need to learn the basics, or if you want to discover some advanced tips, The Sony Alpha A6000 User
Manual for Beginners and seniors is here to help.This guide will help you to quickly feel comfortable using your camera so that you can
achieve excellent results.This book has comprehensive tips & in-depth tutorials for First time user, seniors, and experts, and by the time
you've finished reading this book, you'll be a pro.
This book is a complete guide to the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX10 IV camera. With this book, author Alexander S. White provides users of the
RX10 IV with a manual covering all aspects of the camera’s operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and
intermediate photographers how to accomplish things with the RX10 IV, and explains when and why to use the camera’s many features. The
book provides details about the camera’s shooting modes as well as its menu options for shooting, playback, setup, video, Wi-Fi, and special
effects. The book covers all features of the RX10 IV that are new for this model, including its enhanced focusing system with phase detection
autofocus; its ability to use a touch screen for focusing and enlarging images in some situations; and a variety of new or enhanced menu
options. The book includes more than 500 color photographs that illustrate the camera’s controls, display screens, and menus. The images
include photographs taken using the RX10 IV’s Scene mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, and
action shots; and its Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings that alter the appearance of images. The book provides
concise introductions to topics such as street photography and infrared photography, and explains how to use the camera’s Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth features to transfer images to a smartphone or tablet, to control the camera from such a device, and to add location information to
images. The book includes a full discussion of the video features of the RX10 IV, which can shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, with manual
control of exposure and focus during recording. The book explains the camera’s numerous features for professional-level videography,
including Picture Profiles that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level, knee, and detail. The book describes steps for
recording 4K video to an external video recorder using the “clean” video output from the camera’s HDMI port. In three appendices, the book
discusses accessories for the RX10 IV, including cases, power sources, remote controls, microphones and external flash units, and includes
a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of
the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible. This guide to the RX10 IV includes a detailed index, so the reader can quickly
locate information about any particular feature or aspect of the camera.
Unofficial User Guide - The all new lighter and slimmer PlayStation4 system has a 1TB hard drive for all of the greatest games, TV, music
and more. Incredible Games You've come to the right place. Exclusive games take you on incredible journeys, from critically acclaimed indies
to award-winning AAA hits. Endless Entertainment Something new and amazing is always in reach. Find what you're looking for and get it at
the touch of a button via PlayStation entertainment options like PlayStation Vue and more. Connect your controller to your PS4 system with
the USB cable To charge your controller when in rest mode, you must first checkmark the [Supply Power to USB Ports] option in (Settings)
[Power Saving Settings] [Set Functions Available in Rest Mode].
David Busch's Sony Alpha a7C Guide to Digital Photography is the most comprehensive resource and reference for Sony’s ultra-compact
24-megapixel full frame mirrorless camera. The a7C packs large sensor image quality and low light performance into the world’s smallest fullframe camera with in-body five-axis image stabilization. The perfect companion for travel photography under the most demanding conditions,
it’s also fast enough for 10 frames-per-second action photography bursts, and delivers the resolution the most demanding landscape or fineart photographer require.
With fast, sensor-based 693-point phase detect autofocus (with real-time face and eye tracking), and 4K and full HD video capabilities, the
a7C has all the tools needed to take incredible still images and capture compelling movies and video blogs. This book will show you how to
master those features as you explore the world of digital photography and hone your creativity with your a7C.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Sony Alpha a7C Guide to Digital Photography covers every feature
of this camera in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and
relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy camera "roadmap" chapter, an easy-touse visual guide to the camera's features and controls. Learn when to use every option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by
following the author’s recommended settings for each menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide,
you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast
exploring full frame photography for the first time, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your
vision to light with the Sony a7C.
*Please note that this paperback has a black-and-white interior and a full-color cover* Finally, a simplified guide on Android Phones is herethis guide is indeed a splendid companion for phones using Android OS 8.0/8.1 (Android Oreo). This is a very thorough, no-nonsense guide,
useful for both experts and newbies. This guide contains a lot of information on Android Phones. It is full of actionable steps, hints, notes,
screenshots and suggestions. This guide is particularly useful for newbies/beginners and seniors; nevertheless, I strongly believe that even
the techy guys will find some benefits reading it. This Book Can Be Used As A Manual For: >Moto E5, E5 Play and E5 Plus >Moto G6, G6
Play and G6 Plus >Sony Xperia XZ2, XZ2 Compact and XZ2 Premium >Sony Xperia XA2 and XA2 Ultra >Samsung Galaxy S9 and S9 Plus
>Samsung Galaxy J3, J4, J6, J7, J7 Duo and J8 (2018 Models) >Huawei Mate 10 and 10 Pro >LG G7 ThinQ and LG Stylo 4 >And many
other Android 8/8.1 phones Enjoy yourself as you go through this very comprehensive guide. PS: Please make sure you do not give the gift of
an Android Phone without giving this companion guide alongside with it. This guide makes your gift a complete one.
While the Nook Simple Touch is somewhat similar to the original Nook, its infrared touchscreen makes for a completely different reading
experience. The Nook Simple Touch Survival Guide provides you with tips and tricks you can use upon unboxing your new eReader. This
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guide sorts through all of the unnecessary clutter of the official manual and gives you task-based instructions. Instead of learning which
buttons perform which functions, you will learn how to use those buttons to navigate your Nook to buy, read, and mark up your eBooks.
Instead of presenting an arbitrary table of gestures you can use on the touchscreen, this book shows you where those gestures are needed
by integrating them into the tasks you are doing. Additionally, each set of step-by-step instructions is accompanied by a set of detailed
screenshots to help you to confirm that you are on the right track. By reading this book, you will unlock hidden secrets, such as downloading
FREE eBooks and surfing the web using the hidden web browser on your Nook Simple Touch. The reference material given in this guide is
constantly updated, never stagnant. The next time Barnes and Noble releases a software update, simply re-download this eBook to get the
latest version. This Nook guide includes: Getting Started: - Button Layout - Performing First-Time Setup - Connecting the Nook to a PC or
Mac - Setting Up Wi-Fi - Looking Up Words in the Built-In Dictionary - Buying eBooks through the Barnes and Noble Store - Subscribing to
Magazines and Newspapers - Cancelling Subscriptions - Adding bookmarks and notes - Viewing periodicals Advanced topics: - Using the
Wishlist - Lending eBooks - Downloading thousands of free eBooks - Managing eBook Shelves - Archiving eBooks - Setting the Screensaver
- Transferring downloaded eBooks to the Nook - List of Nook-friendly websites that save you time typing in long URL addresses - Shortcuts
and tips - Conserving Battery Life - Registering Your Nook - Book browsing tips - Using the Hidden Web Browser - Troubleshooting - Live
Nook support telephone numbers
The cell phone is the fastest-selling consumer electronic in the world. On a global basis, over 800 million cellular telephones are sold yearly.
More camera-equipped cell phones are sold each year than stand alone digital cameras. Rapid development of new technologies is leading
to ever more versatile, multipurpose mobile devices, including 3G Internet-enabled cell phones and PDAs. Meanwhile, wireless networking
and wireless Internet access are developing and expanding on a global basis at a rapid rate. Booming technologies include such 802.11
standards as Wi-Fi and WiMax, as well as Ultra Wide Band (UWB) and Bluetooth. Telematics, intelligent transportation systems (ITS) and
satellite radio will soon create an entertainment, navigation and communications revolution within automobiles and trucks. Meanwhile, RFID
(radio frequency identification) will revolutionize wireless tracking, inventory and logistics at all levels, from manufacturing to shipping to
retailing. These developments are creating challenges for legacy companies and opportunities for nimble marketers and managers. Plunkett's
Wireless, Wi-Fi, RFID & Cellular Industry Almanac 2008 covers such sectors. Our coverage includes business trends analysis and industry
statistics. We also include a wireless and cellular business glossary and a listing of industry contacts, such as industry associations and
government agencies. Next, we profile hundreds of leading companies. Our 350 company profiles include complete business descriptions
and up to 27 executives by name and title.
This book is a complete manual for users of the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 VII camera, one of the most advanced, but still pocketable,
cameras available. With this book, author Alexander White provides users of the RX100 VII with a guide to all aspects of the camera’s
operation, including its many advanced settings for autofocus and exposure control. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning
and intermediate photographers how to take still images and record video with the RX100 VII, and explains when and why to use the
camera’s many features. The book provides details about the camera’s automatic and advanced shooting modes, including continuous
shooting at rates as fast as 20 frames per second, with short bursts as fast as 90 frames per second, as well as its numerous menu options
for shooting, playback, and setup. The book includes information about using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connections for image transfer, remote
control, and adding location information to images. The book has more than 500 color photographs or illustrations that help explain the
camera’s menus, shooting screens, and features. These images include examples of photographs taken using the RX100 VII’s Scene
mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, low-light, and action shots; and the Creative Style and
Picture Effect menu options, with settings that alter the appearance of images. The book also provides introductions to topics such as street
photography, astrophotography, and digiscoping, with photographic examples. The book includes a full discussion of the video features of the
RX100 VII, which can shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, and which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording.
The book explains the camera’s numerous features that are useful for professional-level videography, including Picture Profiles that allow
adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level, knee, and detail. The book provides detailed information about recording 4K video
to an external video recorder using the “clean” video output from the camera’s HDMI port. In three appendices, the book discusses
accessories for the RX100 VII, including cases, power sources, grips, remote controls, and filter adapters, and includes a list of websites and
other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of the camera’s features
in the most efficient ways possible. This guide to the RX100 VII includes a detailed index, so the reader can quickly find needed information
about any particular feature or aspect of the camera.

With this book, author Alexander S. White provides users of the a6400 with a manual covering all aspects of the camera’s
operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to accomplish things with
the a6400, and explains when and why to use the camera’s many features. The book provides details about the camera’s
shooting modes as well as its menu options for shooting, playback, setup, video, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and special effects. The book
covers the a6400’s ability to use its touch screen for focusing and enlarging images in some situations, its upgraded autofocus
system, which includes automatic focusing on the eyes of humans or animals, and the camera’s wide range of options for
assigning its control buttons, dial, and wheel to carry out photographic functions. The book includes more than 450 color
photographs that illustrate the camera’s controls, display screens, and menus. The images include photographs taken using the
a6400’s Scene mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, and action shots; and its
Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings that alter the appearance of images. The book provides concise
introductions to topics such as street photography and infrared photography, and explains how to use the camera’s Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth features to transfer images to a smartphone or tablet, to control the camera from such a device, and to add location
information to images. The book includes a full discussion of the video features of the a6400, which can shoot HD and 4K (ultraHD) movies, with manual control of exposure and focus during recording. The book explains the camera’s numerous features for
professional-level videography, including Picture Profiles that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level,
knee, and detail. The book describes steps for recording 4K video to an external video recorder using the “clean” video output
from the camera’s HDMI port. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories for the a6400, including cases, power
sources, remote controls, microphones and external flash units, and includes a list of websites and other resources for further
information. The book includes an appendix with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most
efficient ways possible. This guide to the a6400 includes a detailed index, so the reader can quickly locate information about any
particular feature or aspect of the camera.
This book is a complete manual on the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 VI camera, one of the most advanced, but still pocketable,
cameras available. With this book, author Alexander White provides users of the RX100 VI with a guide to all aspects of the
camera’s operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to take still
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images and record video with the RX100 VI, and explains when and why to use the camera’s many features. The book provides
details about the camera’s automatic and advanced shooting modes, including burst shooting at rates as fast as 24 frames per
second, as well as its numerous menu options for shooting, playback, and setup. The book includes information about using Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth connections for image transfer, remote control, and adding location information to images. The book has more than
500 color photographs or illustrations that help explain the camera’s menus, shooting screens, and features. These images
include examples of photographs taken using the RX100 VI’s Scene mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as
landscapes, sunsets, portraits, low-light, and action shots; and the Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings
that alter the appearance of images. The book also provides introductions to topics such as street photography, astrophotography,
and digiscoping, with photographic examples. The book includes a full discussion of the video features of the RX100 VI, which can
shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, and which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording. The book
explains the camera’s numerous features that are useful for professional-level videography, including Picture Profiles that allow
adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level, knee, and detail. The book provides detailed information about recording
4K video to an external video recorder using the “clean” video output from the camera’s HDMI port. In three appendices, the
book discusses accessories for the RX100 VI, including cases, power sources, grips, remote controls, and filter adapters, and
includes a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with “quick tips” on how to
take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible. This guide to the RX100 VI includes a detailed index,
so the reader can quickly find needed information about any particular feature or aspect of the camera.
The HTC Vivid is a 4G Android smartphone, and one of the first to receive the Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich update. The Ice
Cream Sandwich operating system opens up new possibilities and improves the performance of the Vivid. The HTC Vivid Survival
Guide organizes the wealth of knowledge about the HTC Vivid into one place, where it can be easily accessed and navigated for
quick reference. This guide comes with a multitude of screenshots, which complement the step-by-step instructions and help you
to realize the HTC Vivid's full potential. The HTC Vivid Survival Guide provides useful information, such as tips and tricks, hidden
features, and troubleshooting advice. You will also learn how to download FREE games and FREE eBooks, and how to
personalize your phone with custom ringtones and wallpapers. Whereas the official HTC Vivid manual is stagnant, this guide goes
above and beyond by discussing recent known issues and solutions that may be currently available. This information is constantly
revised for a complete, up-to-date manual. This HTC Vivid guide includes, but is not limited to: Getting Started: - Button Layout Navigating the Screens - Making Calls - Using the Speakerphone During a Voice Call - Staring a Conference Call - Managing Your
Contacts - Adding a New Contact - Adding a Favorite Contact (Speed Dial) - Managing Text Messages - Adding Texted Phone
Numbers to Contacts - Copying, Cutting, and Pasting Text - Using Swype - Sending Picture and Video Messages - Using the Web
Browser - Managing Open Browser Windows - Managing Photos and Videos - Taking Pictures - Capturing Videos - Using the
Gmail Application - Changing Gmail Options - Managing Applications - Sharing an Application - Using the Android Market to
Download Applications - Reading User Reviews - Deleting an Application Advanced Topics: - Reading eBooks - Downloading
thousands of free eBooks - Adjusting the Settings - Turning Vibration On and Off - Setting Alert Sounds - Changing the Wallpaper
- Setting a Face Lock - Changing Keyboard Settings - Changing Security Settings - Turning Bluetooth On and Off - Turning Wi-Fi
On and Off - Turning Airplane Mode On and Off - Turning Camera Effects On or Off - Tips and Tricks - Maximizing Battery Life Resetting Your HTC Vivid - Using your own MP3's as ringtones - Opening an incognito window in the Web browser Troubleshooting - List of Droid-friendly websites that save you time typing in long URL's
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
This book is a complete guide to using the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX10 II camera, one of the most advanced compact cameras
available. With this book, author Alexander White provides users of the RX10 II with a manual covering all aspects of the
camera’s operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to accomplish
things with the RX10 II, and explains when and why to use the camera’s many features. The book provides details about the
camera’s shooting modes as well as its menu options for shooting, playback, setup, and special effects. The book covers all of the
features of the RX10 II that are new for this model, including its electronic shutter, faster continuous shooting, 4K video recording,
and ability to shoot video at up to 960 frames per second for super slow-motion playback. The book includes more than 450 color
photographs that illustrate the camera’s controls, display screens, and menus. The images also provide examples of photographs
taken using the RX10 II’s Scene mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, and action
shots; and the Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings for altering the appearance of images. The book also
provides introductions to topics such as street photography, astrophotography, and digiscoping. The book includes a full
discussion of the video features of the RX10 II, which can shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, with manual control of exposure
and focus during movie recording. The book also explains the camera’s numerous features for professional-level videography,
including Picture Profiles that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level, knee, and detail. The book provides
detailed information about recording 4K video to an external video recorder using the “clean” video output from the camera’s
HDMI port. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories for the RX10 II, including cases, power sources, remote controls,
and external flash units, and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix
with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible. This guide to the RX10 II
includes a detailed index, so the reader can quickly find needed information about any particular feature or aspect of the camera.
The Sony A7R IV has a myriad of settings which is somehow confusing to understand, that was why this guide was put together
with step by step guide for those that struggle or just want to get started with a basic understanding of these settings.In this book, I
will be giving you detail information on how to set up your Sony A7R IV, A7 III, A7R III, A9 Camera with ease, as well as how to
make use of the cameras controls buttons.My main goal is to help beginner's photographers who are finding it difficult to do some
basic camera settings including the tips and tricks that will help you get the best use of your camera.Whether you only need to
learn the basics, or if you want to discover some advanced tips, of Sony A7R IV USERS GUIDE is here to help.This book is the
best user manual you need to guide you on how to use and optimally maximize your camera.This book has comprehensive tips &
in-depth tutorials for First time user, seniors, and experts, and by the time you've finished reading this book, you'll be a pro.What
are you still waiting for? Click the buy button now.
Photographer’s Guide to the Sony a7C is a full-color, fully illustrated guide book covering all features and operations of the a7C
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mirrorless, compact, full-frame interchangeable-lens digital camera. With this book, author Alexander S. White provides users of
the a7C with a manual covering all aspects of the camera’s operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning
and intermediate photographers how to accomplish things with the a7C, and explains when and why to use the camera’s many
features. The book provides details about the camera’s shooting modes as well as its menu options for shooting, playback, setup,
video, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and special effects. The book covers the a7C’s ability to use its touch screen for focusing and enlarging
images in some situations, its upgraded autofocus system, which includes real-time tracking autofocus as well as automatic
focusing on the eyes of humans or animals, and the camera’s wide range of options for assigning its control buttons, dial, and
wheel to carry out photographic functions. The book includes more than 400 color photographs that illustrate the camera’s
controls, display screens, and menus. The images include photographs taken using the a7C’s various shooting modes and its
Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings that alter the appearance of images. The book provides concise
introductions to topics such as street photography and astrophotography, and explains how to use the camera’s Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth features to transfer images to a smartphone or tablet, to control the camera from such a device, and to add location
information to images. The book includes a full discussion of the video features of the a7C, which can shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD)
movies, with manual control of exposure and focus during recording. The book explains the camera’s numerous features for
professional-level videography, including Picture Profiles that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level,
knee, and detail. The book describes steps for recording 4K video to an external video recorder using the “clean” video output
from the camera’s HDMI port. In three appendices, the book discusses accessories for the a7C, including lenses, cases, power
sources, remote controls, microphones and external flash units, and includes a list of websites and other resources for further
information. The book includes an appendix with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of the camera’s features in the most
efficient ways possible. This guide to the a7C includes a detailed index, so the reader can quickly locate information about any
particular feature or aspect of the camera.
Learn the Raspberry Pi 3 from the experts! Raspberry Pi User Guide, 4th Edition is the "unofficial official" guide to everything
Raspberry Pi 3. Written by the Pi's creator and a leading Pi guru, this book goes straight to the source to bring you the ultimate
Raspberry Pi 3 manual. This new fourth edition has been updated to cover the Raspberry Pi 3 board and software, with detailed
discussion on its wide array of configurations, languages, and applications. You'll learn how to take full advantage of the mighty
Pi's full capabilities, and then expand those capabilities even more with add-on technologies. You'll write productivity and
multimedia programs, and learn flexible programming languages that allow you to shape your Raspberry Pi into whatever you
want it to be. If you're ready to jump right in, this book gets you started with clear, step-by-step instruction from software installation
to system customization. The Raspberry Pi's tremendous popularity has spawned an entire industry of add-ons, parts, hacks,
ideas, and inventions. The movement is growing, and pushing the boundaries of possibility along with it—are you ready to be a part
of it? This book is your ideal companion for claiming your piece of the Pi. Get all set up with software, and connect to other devices
Understand Linux System Admin nomenclature and conventions Write your own programs using Python and Scratch Extend the
Pi's capabilities with add-ons like Wi-Fi dongles, a touch screen, and more The credit-card sized Raspberry Pi has become a
global phenomenon. Created by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to get kids interested in programming, this tiny computer kick-started
a movement of tinkerers, thinkers, experimenters, and inventors. Where will your Raspberry Pi 3 take you? The Raspberry Pi User
Guide, 3rd Edition is your ultimate roadmap to discovery.

Mastering the Nikon D7100 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information and insights for owners
of the new D7100 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with
complex and powerful professional camera equipment. This book explores the features and capabilities of the camera in
a way that far surpasses the user's manual. It guides readers through the camera features with step-by-step setting
adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why explanations for each option. Every button, dial, switch,
and menu configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for setup according to various
shooting styles. Darrell's friendly and informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions, while feeling as if
a friend dropped in to share his knowledge. The learning experience for new D7100 users goes beyond just the camera
itself and covers basic photography technique.
The Rough Guide to Android PhonesTM is the ultimate guide for Android phone users. Showing you all the tips and tricks
that ensure your phone performs to its full potential. There's even a complete lowdown on the hottest 100 Android apps.
The slick Rough Guide reveals the secrets of this up-and-coming mobile operating system; covering models produced by
Motorola, HTC, Samsung and many more. From the basic questions, like 'What is Android', to making the most of its
functionality, this is the complete companion to your Android phone. Whether you already have an Android phone or are
thinking of buying one, this is the gadget guide you need to make the most of your Android phone.
Bluetooth Security AttacksComparative Analysis, Attacks, and CountermeasuresSpringer Science & Business Media
Bluetooth technology has enjoyed tremendous success, and it's now employed in billions of devices for short-range
wireless data and real-time audio or video transfer. In this book the authors provide an overview of Bluetooth security.
They examine network vulnerabilities and provide a literature-review comparative analysis of recent security attacks.
They analyze and explain related countermeasures, including one based on secure simple pairing, and they also propose
a novel attack that works against all existing Bluetooth versions. They conclude with a discussion on future research
directions. The book is appropriate for practitioners and researchers in information security, in particular those engaged
in the design of networked and mobile devices.
Presents an introduction to the features of Sony's A500 and A550 cameras, covering such topics as setup menus,
exposures, working with lenses, lighting, downloading and editing images, and troubleshooting.
As technology advances, mobile devices have become more affordable and useful to countries around the world. The
use of technology can significantly enhance educational environments for students. It is imperative to study new
software, hardware, and gadgets for the improvement of teaching and learning practices. Mobile Devices in Education:
Breakthroughs in Research and Practice is a collection of innovative research on the methods and applications of mobile
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technologies in learning and explores best practices of mobile learning in educational settings. Highlighting a range of
topics such as educational technologies, curriculum development, and game-based learning, this publication is an ideal
reference source for teachers, principals, curriculum developers, educational software developers, instructional
designers, administrators, researchers, professionals, upper-level students, academicians, and practitioners actively
involved in the education field.
This book is a complete guide to the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-HX80 and HX90V cameras, two highly versatile, and
pocketable, superzoom models, which offer a 30x optical zoom range from 24mm to 720mm. With this book, author
Alexander White provides users of these two very similar models with a manual covering all aspects of the cameras’
operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to take still
images and record video with the HX80 and HX90V, and explains when and why to use the cameras’ many features.
The book provides details about the cameras’ automatic and advanced shooting modes as well as their menu options for
shooting, playback, setup, and using Wi-Fi connections with in-camera apps. The book has more than 400 color
photographs that illustrate the cameras’ controls, display screens, and menus. The images also provide examples of
photographs taken using the cameras’ Scene mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets,
portraits, and action shots; and the Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings that alter the
appearance of images. The book also provides introductions to topics such as street photography, macro photography,
and getting the most benefit from the superzoom lens. The book includes a full discussion of the video features of the
HX80 and HX90V, which can shoot HD movies, and which offer manual control of exposure during movie recording. In
three appendices, the book discusses accessories for both models, including cases, power sources, and remote controls,
and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with “quick
tips” on how to take advantage of the cameras’ features in the most efficient ways possible.
Teach yourself how to use the networking features in Windows 7 to connect your home computers, even if they use
different operating systems. With Step by Step, you set the pace -- building and practicing the skills you need, just when
you need them! Network your Windows 7-based PCs and set up security Add a Mac or Linux-based computer Share
printers, devices, and files with everyone in your home Stream media over your network or to a remote PC Tweak your
network and sharing settings Troubleshoot problems and perform easy maintenance Your Step by Step digital content
includes: Fully searchable online edition of this book -- with unlimited access on the Web
Digital innovations, such as mobile technologies, have had a significant impact on the way people relate to one another, as well as
the way they obtain and distribute information. As mobile devices continue to evolve, it has become easier to socialize; however,
these mobile advancements have also made certain aspects of interaction more complex. The Handbook of Research on Human
Social Interaction in the Age of Mobile Devices features an interdisciplinary perspective on mobile innovations and the use of this
technology in daily life. Investigating the successes, issues, and challenges of the utilization of mobile technology, this handbook
of research is a comprehensive reference source for professionals, educators, policymakers, and students interested in the impact
these devices have on digital interaction, media, and communication.
AdvancED Flash on Devices begins with a discussion of the mobile development landscape—the different players, tools, hardware,
platforms, and operating systems. The second part of the book covers Flash Lite and how to take advantage newer features
supported in Flash Lite 3.x. Then, the book covers AIR applications for multiple screens and includes topics such as: How to utilize
new features of AIR 1.5 and Flash 10 as well as pitfalls to be aware of when building an AIR application for mobile How to include
platform and context awareness for better adaptation How to adopt an application on multiple devices using dynamic graphical
GUI Creating two full working real life touch screen mobile application The last part of the book covers creating Flex applications
running Flash 9 and 10 in mobile device browsers and includes topics such as: How to adopt Flex for multiple mobile device
browsers How to create various video players for Flash Lite and Flash 10 and optimize your content. How to take advantage of
Flash Media Server Experienced Flash and ActionScript programmers who want to extend their skills to mobile platforms should
find this book a great help in developing in this exciting and expanding marketplace.
Market research guide to the wireless access and cellular telecommunications industry
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? a tool for
strategic planning, competitive intelligence, employment searches or financial research. Contains trends, statistical tables, and an
industry glossary. Also provides profiles of 350 leading wireless, Wi-Fi, RFID and cellular industry firms - includes addresses,
phone numbers, executive names.
Written for one of the best travel cameras ever made, this comprehensive yet easy-to-understand guide for the Sony Alpha 6000 is
written for the advanced user (with tutorials and easy explanations in case you're not so advanced). In it we provide a thorough
guide which explains each feature in plain English and provides hundreds of visual examples as well. There is no better way to
learn about and get the most out of your camera. Get the most out of your investment and enjoy learning more about it at the
same time! A complete description, preview pages and a table of contents can all be found on the author's website.
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